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~YIt~~ Ihe fr~owor~ of the oned~enslon~ cube model. the predIcted appearance of rotatIona r~~bows and !rW 
p~ngcuroffs ICI&Z final rotaf~oml sr~tcdislrlbuIron III the bmtt of zero surface temperature IZ sboan IO depend stron.g!y on 
statlstzcd prorcsses In parttcular, mclus~on of ;1 dtstnbullon of mm.d surface cube veloc~tres acts to broaden t hesc fcaturcs 

Recently, there have been many experunental in- 
vestigatrons of rotatlonally inelastIc gas-surface scat- 
tering using spectroscopic probes to extract both the 
fimal rotational state distnbutlons [l-7] and the 
ahgnment [4] of a scattered dlatomic gas. These re- 
suits have stimulated renewed interest {S-10] in the 
simple classical oned~enslon~ “cube” models [ Ii - 
131 of gas-surface scattermg previously developed to 
explain the sahent features of tile observed angularly 
resolved flux distributions and, Iater, the fiiai gas 
translational energy distnbutions. In this letter we dem- 
onstrate the effect of surface motion on the gene- 
ral features of the foal gas rotatIonal energy distnbu- 
tion,P(EB), predxted by a smpler stationary, in& 

nite.mass surface cube model [8,9]: namely, the 
smearing of rotational rambows and trapping cutoffs. 
This serves to illustrate the general behavior of such 
features when account is taken of the statistical aver- 
aging over the large number of degrees of freedom 
usually present in gas-surface collision systems. 

First we su~a~e the general a~ump~ons and 
prechctions of the cube models in the Iinut of zero 
surface temperature wrth regard to the P(f?@) func- 

tion. In the “hardcube”model the gas-surface inters 
action is assumed to be a onedunenstonal, impulsive 
collision between the gas molecule, whch is described 
by a shape, and the surface, which is described as a 
cube of fiite mass. The interactlon potential IS @ven 

by. 

u(z,e)=o, Z>l@)) (1) 

=m, ZGL(U), 

where Z IS the distance of the molecular center of 
mass from the surface cube, L(B) IS the molecular 
shape functton, and 8 represents the set of angles PX- 
essary to descnbe the onentatron of the mote&e 
relative to the surface. We wdI restrict our dacusston 
to diatomIc gases wh&l require only one such angle 
and therefore define 0 as the angle between the mter- 

nuclear axis and the surface normal. The diatomic is 
usually assumed to be elliptIcal in shape [13,14]. The 
center of this ellipse comcldes with the mldpotnt of 
the nuclei and its major axis is parallel to the inter- 

nuclear axis. The offset of the molecular center of 
mass from the midpomt of the nuclei present in a 
heteronuclear diatormc leads to an asymmetry m L.(o) 
[i.e. L(0) + L( 180 t O)]. Hence, L(0) depends on the 
size of the ellipsoid, characterized by the length of r&s 

major axis,~~, its eBipticlty~ E, de~ned as the ratio of 
the mmor ax&b, to z(, and the ~nagmtude of the cen- 
ter-of-mass offset. 

The requirement of mtirxte surface mass is relaxed 

by rrttroducing as an addrtloncd parameter the mass 
ratlo, P = m/M, where nr is the effective surface mass 
andfif the gas mass. This pernuts translatIonal energy 
exchange between thegasand thesurface. In addition, 
the posslblhty of a long-range attractive potential is 
mcluded by introducing the well depth, E,,, The 
long-range nature of the attractton is treated by 
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nssummg that only the g% particle is accelerated in 
the entrance channel and subsequently decelerated u-t 

the exit clmnnel, i.e. the velocity of the gas-surface 
center of mass (cm.) is altered in the attractwe part 
of the potenttal. Thlsls in contrast to gas-phase colh- 
slons where the c.m. velocny is constant throughout 
the colhsron. 

More reahstrc models relax the hard or tmpulslve 
requtrement leadmg to parameters whtch characterize 
the interactton potential between the gas and the 
cube. One such “soft-cube” potentmJ considered here 

is 

U(Z,e)/E,\f = c, [I +A ,P,(cosB) +‘4,P,(cos8)] - _ 

Xexp[n(l-Z/R011 -(l+C,)(Ro/Z)3, (2) 

where Cl = 34~ - 3) 1s a function of the repulsive 
parameter, II, and Ro IS the characteristic range pa- 
rameter. The angular part of the potential IS given by 

the constants A, tid A, which are coeffictents of the 
corresponding Legendre functtons. In this pantcular 
potential the anisotropy is restricted to the repulsive 
part of the tnteraction, and the Zm3 dependence of 

the attractive portion of tire potential is the result of 
averagmg an inverse R6 dependence over a continuum 
3D sobd. No attempt has been made to restnct the 

acceleration in the attractrve regton of the potential 
to the gas molecule as described above. This difference 
is minmized to some extent by the choice of 3 large 

value of j.~ used in tlte calculatron. 
The final rotatronal energy Ee is calculated by 

smoothly varymg 0 in the range O-n. Then P(E,) 1s 
fomled according to 

We)= F W)I(d~ld~~)ile~, , (3) 

where the sum IS over all branches I that contnbute 
population at E,. In eq. (3) P(O) represents the 
welghtmg of imtial polar angles. We take this as 

i sm 0 dtJ, whereas other authors [t&t J] appear to 

use a uniform wergbtmg dt3/2n. In the hlonte Carlo 
calculationsP(E,) 1s obtamed directly by smpltng 0 
in the range O-a with a sin 0 weigbtmg. 

The theoretical P(E,) functions predicted by such 
models wtth no surface motion exhtbit four general 
features dependmg on the form of the potential and 
the specific colbsion partners *. 
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FIN I. Effect of surface temperature and rvcll depth on the 
lkal rotattonal slate dlslnbuuon predlctcd by the hardcube 

model Shown nre calculated In [P(Eg)] dtstnbuttons ob- 
tamed &er 100000 tr~~cclor~es usmg the moment of mertta 
nnd center of mass offset of t4N”0 wltho = 2 025 A, E = 
0.939.p = 14 052.for. (3 zero-tcmpcrature surfxe wtth no 
well and Eg = 7750 K;(b) zcro4cnipcraturc surface with well 
depth I!& = 1500 A and Eg = 1250 K,and (c) ssmc as(b) but 

wttb surface tcmpemturc of 800 K For clenty (a)-(c) have 
been vertically dtsplaced The energy umts are m K (I K = 

0 862 mcV = 0 695 cm-‘) 

(I) Roi&nv PI Ee = 0. A smgularity occurs in 
P(E,) at E, = 0 when there exists orientations of the 
gas molecule where dcosO/dEe = 00 and (WaO) = 0 for 

all 2, i.e. the time-integrated torque on the molecule 
vanishes. Singularities arising because of local maxima 

* Note that the experimentally observed P(Eo) necesstttdy m- 

elude such effects as vtewing factors, posnble velocity- and 
wavelengthdependent detection eftictenctes, etc., whereas the 
modclmg takes none of these inlo account The velocity cor- 

rectton could be unportant but to correct for tt would requue 

knowledge of the correlatton belween timtl ~mnslnt~onal and 
rotational energy states 
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or minima m the classical excitation function, E,(B), 
are referred to as rainbows. For the simple elhpsoids! 

shape function used in the hard-cube model there are 
several angles where these conditions are met. Hence a 
rainbow is predicted as indicated in fig. 1. However 
there are many potentials where the cntenon d cosQ/ 
dE, =mis not met, such as the soft cube potential of 
eq. (2) when the coefficient of the P, term is much 
greater than that of the Pz term. As illustrated in fig. 
3b, P(E,) for this potential is relatively flat at low E, 
mcreasing gradually toward a rainbow of the type de- 

scribed below. 
(2) Rarnbows UC E. # 0. Additional rambows occur 

when there exist orientations of the gas molecule 
where (W/N) # 0 and d costI/dE, ==, I e. there is a 
local maximum in the time-integrated torque on the 
molecule. For the elhpsoidal shape function with no 
offset CJII. this orientation leads to a rainbow in the 
P(E,) function when the coILsion K direct (has only 

one turning point in 2). The presence of an offset c.m. 
[i.e. an asymmetry in L(e)] results in a splittmg of each 
rainbow into two rainbows whose energy spacing in- 
creases with increasing offset. For large transfer of 
translational energy into rotational excitation (caused 
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FIN 2. Effect of the parametersA and A2 on the tk11 rota- 
uond dlstnbutlon predlcted by the cube model with the po- 
ten:lal of eq (2) Shown are the calculated In [PI dlstn- 
butions usmg the moment of rnertls of 14N160. Parameters 
aren = L2.Ew =1500K.E~=12501<,R~=3A,~=14052. 
for- (a) A, = A2 = 0 30, and (b) A, = 0 30.A~ = 0.0. 

by large cm. offsets and/or large elhpticities), addition- 
al rambows may appear even for direct colhsions when 

the molecule is non-spherical.. These rrmbows are 
caused when one end of the molecule strikes the SW 
face and then the other, such as in “cartwhecling” or 

“chattering” collisions [9], before the center of mass 

of the molecule has separated a sufficient distance from 
the surface cube. For the potentials used here llofre of 
the rainbows at E, # 0 are the result of either cart- 
wheehng or chattering. In the soft-cube potential de- 
scribed above, when A, < 3A ‘, , the PI term acts like 

an offset c m. causing a doubling of the rainbow result- 
III~ from the P, term (see fig. 2). However, when A 1 > 

3A2, the low-&ergy component of the spbt rainbow 
moves past the rainbow at E, = 0 and disappears. 
Fmally, when A 1 3 A 2 the rainbow at E, = 0 IS miss- 

ing (see above) and only a single rainbow LS predicted. 

(3) Truppittg artof_ Hopping (indirect) trajecto- 
ties may occur when a long-range attractive mtersc- 

ton is included in the model. In the context of the 

cube models these trajectories represent molecules 

wtuch are usually assumed to equdibrate rapidly with 

the surface and hence appear in the trapping/desorp- 
lion channel I. In view of the simphstlc way III which 
the cube models treat the surface It seems rnappropn- 
ate to apply the model to hopping trajectories (espe- 
cially on an mftite mass surface where only energy 
exchange between the various gas degrees of freedom 
IS possible [8,9]). Because the angular distribution of 
this channel is broad relative to the direct channel, 

these particles are generally only a weak contribution 
to the specular signal and therefore are neglected. We 
are interested then in the way in which trapping af- 
fectsP(EO) of thedirect channel. Essentially, trap- 

pmg removes the lughest classically allowed final rota- 
tional energy states in the direct channel giving IIE to 
a “trapping cutoff’(see fig. lb). Since the highest 
classIcally allowed foal rotational energy state occurs 
at the h&!hest energy rambow, trapping removes at 
least one rainbow from P(E,). 

(4) Aligtmettt. Because the potential functions 
used here are tndependent of the azunuthal angle, the 

* For theorctlcal dlscuss:ons sec. for c\ample. ref [ 15 1. for C\- 
penmcntal dlscussrons dcmonstratmg the hck of a scatrem% 
channel intermediate between ducct and tnpplng dcsorptlon. 
see ref. [ 16) 
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foal angular momentum hes III the plane of the sur- 

face except for any mitd component of angular mo- 
mentum along the surface normal which must be con- 
served in the collision. Since the mcident gas m many 
of the avdable expenmental results to date rs a 
supersonic expansion, the incident angular momen- 
tum is very small (To = S-15 K) and does not result 
m appreciable depolarization of the fiial angular mo- 
mentum. 

It might be expected that the cube models would 

describe the scattering of molecules from surfaces 
having no apprecuible corrugation [I-S]. Nevertheless, 
the experimentally observed P(EO) distnbuuons drf- 
fer m many respects from the slnlple picture presented 
above. The low-energy region does not exhlblt the 
rainbow feature but mstead can be characterized by a 
temperature. However, this trend of a decrease m the 
measured P(E,) with mcreasing E, III the low-E, re- 
gion is consistent with that predicted by a potential 

featuring a rambow at E,, = 0 since, as shown in fig. 
2b, the pofentlal without a rambow predicts an III- 
creasingP(EO). Experimental observation of rotation- 
al rainbows and ahgnment is available only for the 
case of NO on Ag( 111) [3,4]. At Hugh mcldent gas 
translational energy there does seem to be a feature at 
E0 f 0 which can be ascribed to a rotational rambow, 

but the feature appears as a broad, ffl-defmed hump 
in the P(E,) functron. Polarlzatlon experiments III- 
dlcate that there is almost no polarization in the low- 
EO region ofP(EO). However, the degree of polarlza- 
tion increases m the region ofEO around the rainbow 
feature, followed by a very sharp transItIon to a second 
region of no polanzatlon. No features attnbutable to 
multiple ratnbows or trapping cutoffs have been ob- 
served 

Better agreement between theory and experiment 
II obtained when the possibility of non-zero surface 

temperature IS mcluded III the cube models. For a 
cube model only the normal component of the rela- 
tlve velocrty is Important, its dlstnbutlon is usually 
given by a relatne-velocity-weighted gaussmn at the 
surface temperature, Ts- 

PC($) = A,( 1 - u&) exp (-/n$/?,kbT,) , (4) 

where ug = (I~&#II) 1/Z is the mcident g as velocity, 
and A, is a normalization constant with us/t+ =S 1. 
The result of a classical trajectory c.uculation averag- 
ed over gas geometry and surface motion IS illustrated 
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III tig Ic The P(Ee) function predicted by the zero 

surface temperature model is modified in several as- 
pects: 

(1) The rainbow at E, = 0 is stall a true classical 
smgulanty in the P(E,). In the cube approximation 
there IS no correlation between surface velocity and 
those orientations of the gas where there is no net 
time-integrated torque. However, m many cases the 
decrease m P(E,) with E, is much less pronounced, 
mchcating a broadening of the rainbow. Certamly a 
quantum mechanical treatment of the interaction 
would remove the rainbow at low E0 [ 10,14,17,18]. 

(7) In contrast to the effect of surface motion on 
the rainbow at E, = 0, the other rarnbow features are 
conslderably broadened and are no longer actual clas- 
s~cal smgularities in the P(E,) function. The senntiv- 
ity of the rarnbows rs not surprising since there are no 
local maxima in the EO(B, us) function, increasing sur- 

f2ce cube velocity leads to mcreasing fmal gas rota- 
tional energy. However, there IS stall a residual peak- 
mg III P(Eo) near the energy where the zero surface 
temperature rainbow occurred because of the form of 

eq. (4) and surface temperatures used. 
(3) The trapping cutoff is also considerably 

broadened. In an impulsive collision model this re- 
sults from the linear correlation between the lncldent 

relative velocity of the colhs~on and the fmal angular 
momen turn of the gas. Thts IS a strong effect since the 
dlstnbutlon of surface velocity directly modify the 
relative velocity of the colhsion, making possible final 
rotational energiesgreater than the incident transla- 
tlonal energy of the gas. 

(4) There IS no change in the polanzation from 
that predicted by thezero surface temperature model. 

Although the reclusion of surface motion by no 
means corrects all the qualitative differences between 
the simple onedimensional models for gas-surface 

interactions and the observed foal rotational state 
distributions, it does consIderably better than both 
inftite surface mass and zero surface temperature 
models. Moreover, rt provides insight into the impor- 
tant role of statistical averaging in such modehng. 
The mam qualitative discrepancy still remaining IS the 
strict polanzahon required by the assumption of an 
azimuthally independent potential. The simplest way 
to remove this restrictlon IS to include surface COIIU- 

gation, either as a hard corrugated wall m the mpul- 

Qve limit or by modulatmg the potential of eq. (2) 
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over the urut cell. Corrugation WIU lead to additional 
smearing of most of the simple features matufcst 111 
the P(EO) fu nction smce three new coordmntes must 

be added to the calculation. 
As pointed out above, a complete quantum-mecha- 

nical treatment of the scattermg problem would 
smooth out the singulanties in P(E,) predicted by 

classrcal mechanics. Our prelimmary calculations 
using a closed-form approximate solution [ 141 to the 
quantum-mechanical scattering of an elhpsoid from a 
wall mdicare that the rainbow at E0 = 0 is much less 
pronounced and the rainbows at higher E,, are even 
more attenuated and broadened. A coupledchannel 
calculation has recently been performed by Barker et 
al. [IO] also indicating these results. 

In summary, we have demonstrated how the inclu- 
sion of surface motion withm the framework of the 
cube models leads to I brondenlng of the rotatIonal 

ralnbow at E, = 0, the bgherenergy rmbows, and 
the trapping cutoff. These effects ;:e expected to be 
a general result whenever the rotatronal degree of 
freedom of the gas is coupled to another degree of 
freedom wluch must be treated statistically. Certainly 
additional statistical processes are operative m the ob- 
served experunental results since the measured rota- 
tional abgnment indicates significant depolarization 
in the low-E0 regon of theP(EO) function. Quantum- 
mechamcal modelmg of the mferactlon also leads to 
broad features in the fmal P(EO) functron. In view of 
the sensitivity of the calculated P(E,) function for 
direct scattering to statistical averaging perhaps it is 
not surprising that (a) the experimentally observed 
P(E,) can be characterized by a temperature m the 
low-E0 region, and (b) the rainbows at E, # 0 and 
the trapping cutoff are considerably smeared. We 
stress that the usefulness of such simple models hes 
not in their ability to reproduce accurately the final 

distributions in the various degrees of freedom of the 
scattered gas molecule, but rather, in their abdity to 
predict trends in coarser parameters such as the mo- 
ment parameters characterizing the angular flux chs- 
tnbutions, the mean exit translational energy, and 
the mean exiit rotatronal energy. 
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